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Ancient Chinese wisdom held that change is a con-
stant; things must reach a peak and descend, then 
reach a nadir and resurge. Sharp rever-
sals of fortune have been an enduring 
part of Chinese culture, literature, and 
political theory since the earliest writ-
ings. 

No government, including China’s last 
dynasty and the subsequent Republican 
regime, has had the foresight and re-
sources to avoid financial crises and post 
1949, China endured two horrendous 
economic crises, in the Great Leap For-
ward and the Great Proletariat Cultural 
Revolution.

Many indulge in the fantasy that, because predic-
tions of a financial crisis in post-reform China have 
been wrong, this proves that one will never occur. 

Instead, past avoidance heightens the risk for the fu-
ture. The leadership has been adept at postponing a 
day of reckoning only by engaging in more and more 
of the kinds of interventions that have made reform-
driven growth so strong and the building imbalances 
so toxic. 

The ‘Lost Decade’ That Almost Was
Other scenarios were possible. After the post-2008 
flood of money, China’s economy in 2012 began a qui-
et deflationary bust that looked like it might be the 
beginning of a “lost decade” that would at least avoid 
financial if not economic crisis. But after some dith-
ering, the new Xi government determined that such 

sharp slowing was politically unaccept-
able and began a program of massive 
re-stimulation, relying on steep lever-
aging domestically and easy inflows of 
undirected capital. It happened that the 
monetary expansion out of the United 
States reinvigorated Chinese financial 
growth by creating an enticing arbi-
trage trade in money. Inbound capital 
controls became increasingly leaky for 
domestic interests with the right con-
nectivity, but not so much as to erode 
the lending rates within China’s walls.  

Now that buoyant ride is ending, and there’s a fare to 
be collected

The steps the leaders have taken and are now ramp-
ing up even more will actually make the coming 
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‣ Given the additional asset correlation 
generated by extensive financial and monetary 
operations over the last two years, financial 
crisis, as distinct from economic crisis, now 
appears inevitable.

‣ The stock market now seems the likeliest place 
to find a catalyst.
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financial crisis worse. That is because bailouts have 
maintained bloated asset values, and leveraged up 
step by step, from one bloated asset class to another, 
pulling taut the ties that bind assets, such that now, 
when one goes it will cause a chain reaction. 

Last year’s break in the property market, which came 
most visibly with reports in February that Hangzhou 
developers were offering 30% off, generated a slow 
deflation rather than a panic, thanks to governments’ 
ability to hide true pricing and transaction levels. 
Higher transparency and liquidity make
 the stock market more dangerous as the promoted 
asset class. The market has soared thanks to lever-
age created by the capital fleeing property for more 
liquid investments, but the A shares are marked to 
market daily, and interventions are more or less vis-
ible. That quality makes it seem likely that a sharp 
market decline will be the trigger for crisis.

Crisis by Fission
The development model of the reform 
era has concentrated considerable wealth 
at the center, considerable but finite. 
That has enabled a quiet but growing 
series of rescue operations from the 
impacts of normal market forces in an 
economy floating on a bloated money 
supply and perilously rocked by debt. 

Like everything in China, the scale is 
breathtaking. Each time bailout funding 
goes into a bankrupt trust, property de-
veloper, bond, or bank, the infusion sup-
ports the collective social delusion that 
acres of empty and decaying properties 
are really worth something, that they 
represent a prosperous future in a bus-
tling new metropolis, even as the default 
signals money to migrate to a new asset 
class, evidence that people with assets 
no longer believe it. 

The successively abandoned assets produce no return 

in the real economy, but their notional value under-
pins more and more credit in the financial system. 
Thus, the refusal to accept defaults has bloated col-
lateral value and enabled massive correlation of as-
sets, leaving fundamentally dead assets with nomi-
nally high values standing like a forest of dry trees, 
kindling for a future conflagration. This ratchets up 
the risk across asset classes and means that a finan-
cial crisis will not be a regional or a quiet event, nor 
will it be limited to one asset class, because the value 
of real estate, stocks, wealth management products, 
and bonds each depends on another asset’s notional 
value. For households, unacknowledged paper losses 
and demanding debt problems will be spread visibly 
on the table.

There is nothing surprising about this: the Chinese 
economy is sucking investment capital far faster 
than it is producing value. What investors inside and 
outside of China fail to appreciate is that monthly 
addition of capital knits more tightly the latticework 

of related assets.

Bloated
In China, the asset underpinning all 
other values is ultimately real property. 
Tellingly, among the economic statistics 
hardest to locate in China’s abundant 
databases is that for the average price of 
housing. Local land bureaus, which reg-
ister purchase transactions and so have 
the best source of data, consider under-
lying price data too sensitive to release. 
Secrecy gives them maximum leverage 
on one hand to avoid predatory regula-
tion by the central authorities and on the 
other to create the impression among 
the public of a rising market amid the 
reality of high volatility and plunging 
realizable values. Meanwhile, develop-
ers routinely over-report their prices: 

they want the public to believe that strong demand 
is driving prices higher, because no one wants to buy 
in a falling market.

Each time bailout 
funding goes 
into a bankrupt 
trust, property 
developer, 
bond, or bank, 
the infusion 
supports the 
collective social 
delusion that 
acres of empty 
and decaying 
properties are 
really worth 
something.
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Sources for average prices tend to be academic stud-
ies, which yield an average annual growth in hous-
ing prices of around 19% for over a decade. The state 
monopoly in land sales, the obscure process of reck-
oning values, and the scope of incentives to inflate 
steeply the value of everything in the system all 
make suspect the realizable value of everything the 
banks lend against. Both residential and commercial 
real estate assets produce zero or very low returns; 
the path to repaying debt is at best completely un-
clear. Even those who dream of a bustling metropo-
lis emerging from the dismal, crumbling towers of 
China’s ghost cities do not have an answer to the 
debt question.

From a macro point of view, gross capital formation 
in China, according to the World Bank, has regularly 
amounted to roughly half of GDP versus about 19% 
in the United States, a country that can hardly be ac-
cused of under valuing its assets. Gross Capital For-

mation measures the value of 
new fixed assets acquired mi-
nus those disposed of. In 2013, 
the World Bank recorded USD 
4.37 trn in GCF for China ver-
sus USD 3.24 trn in the United 
States, even as the United 
States produced USD 7.53 trn 
more in GDP. The growth of 
nominal wealth per capita in 
China has also vastly exceeded 
the growth of income or any 
measure of productivity In 
other words, both China’s GDP 
growth rate and current GDP 
are dependent on declarations 
of asset values that have never 
been tested in markets and are 
obscure in their calculus. How 
much real wealth resides with-
in the sea of bloated assets?

Levering
On top of basic asset overstatement, borrowing is 
built on incentives to gear up assets and amplify 
them into new levels of credit. The recent troubles at 
Kaisa Group, which appears close to collapse, show 
how robustly property is used and re-used to collat-
eralize loans: news reports say that some Kaisa prop-
erties have been collateralized 24 times over. 

Other types of collateral can underpin borrowing as 
well, commodities being the most common, espe-
cially coal reserves, steel, and copper. The first public 
trust default, of the Liansheng Group assets funded 
by Jilin Trust, was of a financial product supported 
by coal mine assets that had shrunk in value with 
the fall in the price of coal. Liansheng had apparent-
ly been idled for some time. But instead of defaulting 
and selling off its assets for partial recovery, Liansh-
eng had its debt paid by a consortium of banks under 
the direction of the Chinese government, leaving the 
bankrupt coal assets at the original nominal value. 

An Evergrande villa complex about 50 km from Urumqi, totally unoccupied but valued, according 
to Fang.com, at 13,000 RMB/sq m or USD 194 per square foot. | Photo by J Capital, June 2014
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Virtually any physical commodity can be turned 
into leverage. Before the anti-corruption campaign 
crushed the price of Moutai and other white spirits, 
for example, Guizhou Province was filled with coop-
erative “liquor banks” where distributors would pool 
unsold inventory and collateralize it for bank loans. 
Garlic at one point became a highly sought-after form 
of collateral, as prices for garlic were spiraling, and 
distributors hoarded in dedicated warehouses. Small 
loan companies in mining regions, where the wealth 
created by easy credit made luxury autos a common-
place for a time, specialize in lending against luxury 
cars; the owner transfers title for the period of the 
loan but retains the right to drive. Company accounts 
receivable are another popular form of collateral as 
well as being a saleable asset.

For all these unconventional forms of collateral, 
Chinese banks seldom mark the value of collateral 
to market; rules generally require them to do that 
only when collateral is sold off for cash, so it can 
sit on the books at an inflated value as long as the 
collateral has not been successfully auctioned. The 
only attractive sale option is to a purpose-built asset 
manager or equity investor willing to take them at 
par, against all commercial logic. For the bank that 
solves all problems.

Never a Mark
Because collateral tends to be illiquid, Chinese banks 
work mightily to avoid acknowledging any reduction 
in its value. The recent negotiations with Venezuela 
over that country’s roughly USD 52 bln in debt to 
China provides an example: with the falling price 
of oil, Venezuela has been patently unable to make 
payments on the outstanding balance of USD 20 bln. 
In December, Venezuela reportedly offered China 
an island in lieu of the debt (China denies that this 
occurred). In January, China made a USD 20 bln loan 
commitment to Venezuela, just as Bloomberg esti-
mated that Venezuela had a 90% chance of default 
this year. That new loan would seem to help the bank 
avoid recognizing an impairment. The Mainland 
practice of evergreening loans to maintain optics of 

very low default rates has now migrated into China’s 
external financial activities.

Local governments also use new money to sustain 
the value of the old. Last year, for example, local 
governments around China used new loans from 
the China Development Bank to purchase properties 
in the governments’ own “new city” zones in order 
to prop up prices. Recently, when we have inquired 
about surging sales statistics in a few smaller cities 
around China, we have found that local governments 
seem to be aggregating capital from the public to 
drive into unsold local properties, and that keeps the 
prices from collapsing for the moment. To address 
this accretive local government borrowing, the Fi-
nance Ministry will now permit issuance of munici-
pal bonds, reducing the interest and stretching out 
the repayment term. It is hard to imagine anything 
but more expansionary borrowing at the local level 
as an outcome.

The Risk from Visible Prices
The mark-to-market risk creeps in when there is 
a public, usually international, market in the col-
lateralized commodity. In 2014, copper hypotheca-
tion became a scandal as soon as the RMB began to 
depreciate, because the international price and mar-
gins could not be hidden. Qingdao metal traders had 
hocked the same copper inventories many times over 
and tried to export them before the copper losses 
became one of China’s biggest financial scandals to 
date, involving both domestic and foreign lenders. 

In 2009, China built up massive inventories of steel 
that were used to collateralize loans: service com-
panies could not obtain credit unless they had col-
lateral, so they would pay steel traders for the right 
to “borrow” inventories to collateralize for debt. But 
there is an active market for steel, unlike unmined 
coal reserves or land, so falling prices induced trad-
ers to dump their inventories. The resulting losses at 
banks prompted the government to restrict lending 
against steel collateral. Unlike residential property, 
for steel and copper, the global markets had a com-
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mutable price, so the declining asset value could not 
be hidden.

As each of these channels becomes problematic, it is 
abandoned and the cash washes into a new channel. 
A classic example is the rise and fall of the P2P in-
dustry, a set of some 3,000 websites that raise money 
from the public for all sorts of loan securities. Virtu-
ally unknown in 2012, by the end of last year, these 
sites had moved around a half trillion in loans. Now, 
the domestic ratings agency Dagong has estimated 
that 45% of the sites will be bankrupt before the end 
of this year.

That is fine, because the sites are already nearly 
forgotten, and money is now flowing into the various 
types of funds to invest in A shares.

Ziggurat
Obtaining a bank loan against collateral is only the 
first stage in creating multiple layers of leverage. 
The loan can be deposited against a Bank Acceptance 

Note issued at 200% of the loan value, which then 
can be cashed, deposited, and leveraged again. It may 
be pooled with other loans into an “umbrella trust” 
dedicated to margin trading on the A share market. 
Leverage can be magnified with multiple layers of 
trusts and wealth management products.

Once the cash value of the collateral has been ampli-
fied three or four times, financiers create derivatives 
from the asset pools, and the derivative products can 
be bought, sold for cash, and evaluated on sites like 
Taobao.

Sometimes, wealth management companies provide 
ways for the public to spread their risk by investing 
in pools of these derivative assets. As before the U.S. 
financial crisis, investors have no idea what they are 
actually buying.

Round Tripping Offshore
One popular way of leveraging lending against col-
lateral is to move the money obtained onshore at low, 

Screenshot from Taobao offering a menu of funds and showing expected returns

http://www.dagongcredit.com/content/details20_11194.html
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even subsidized borrowing rates, to an offshore “sub-
sidiary.” The offshore affiliate can take out a hard-
currency loan against Chinese collateral, arbitraging 
the low offshore interest rates against much higher 
Chinese returns in the Mainland short-term capital 
marketplace. The offshore company can also keep a 
piece of its new capital safely in hard currency and 
invest the remainder on the mainland. The recent cut 
in the statutory bank reserve ratio provides an exam-
ple of this. The December cut moved about RMB 500 
bln from the vaults of the PBOC to the commercial 
banks, and suddenly, in January, it became very easy 
for fund and wealth managers to raise money. At 
the same time, both Foreign Direct Investment and 
Overseas Direct Investment surged out of proportion 
to observable reality. It seems that some of that half 
trillion in new credit was spirited out of the country 
via ODI, put into the accounts of newly registered 
offshore companies, then re-injected via FDI accounts 
into equities-based securities.

One of the mechanisms facilitating this sort of 
transfer is the new “Qualified Domestic Investment 
Enterprise” program approved in Shenzhen’s Qian-
hai District in early 2015. A trial plan was approved 
in 2013, and in Q2 2014, Shenzhen approved a USD 
1 bln quota for cross border trade by the QDIE com-
panies. All sorts of companies have been setting up 
cross-border funds. Great Wall Securities, for exam-
ple, recently established a USD 700 mln cross-border 
investment fund under the program. All of this at-
tracts widespread approval from foreign analysts, 
who call it a mark of “reform.” It is really one more 
way to create incentives for the privileged class to 
speculate in domestic securities, ensuring this class 
that they can realize high rates of return while en-
joying the security of offshore bank accounts.

The popularity of these strategies seems to be erod-
ing the Chinese reserves faster than reported. For 
the last three years, the PBOC has accumulated more 
foreign exchange reserves than foreign exchange 
on the balance sheet. This should be impossible, 
because balance sheet forex should include reserve 

forex. That suggests that the reserves are being over-
reported, and there is in fact no way to corroborate 
the officially published numbers.

Building the Asset Chain: The Stock 
Market
Given the irretrievable decline of the property mar-
kets, a critical key goal of China’s financial authori-
ties is to create investment returns somewhere else 
so that investors will not try to sell their property; 
after all, so much of the property sold in recent years 
is ultimately valueless. Meanwhile, the government 
needs a funding channel for companies that will be 
of minimum cost to the banks: the best is equity 
funding. To the extent that the public can be coaxed 
to provide equity capital to companies, the demand 
for credit is held in check. Thus the new A share mar-
ket and its meteoric 2014 rise has been engineered 
and will continue, if authorities have anything to do 
with it, through 2015 and beyond, at least until the 
Shanghai exchange reaches the peak values of the 
2007 bull market. The new Third Board is designed 
to allow more companies through the IPO gate by 
lowering standards for accounting and profitability. 
So far, the strategy is working.

But publicly traded stocks differ from land collateral 
in that they are quoted and tradable every day at a 
public price. Intervention has limited effectiveness, 
since it consumes cash and ultimately, pricing cannot 
be hidden. Those qualities make the current promo-
tion of the stock market a very high-stakes gamble.

The Imperative of Endless Growth
All this leverage is designed to act as a sort of coiled 
spring catapulting the borrower into a growth arc 
that will enable him to raise much more money, with 
an IPO imagined as the ultimate goal and a sort of 
escape velocity. On this logic, companies are taken 
private at inflated values. As long as a high value 
can be established for the shares, they can be collat-
eralized to raise debt and used to make acquisitions 
that bulk up the company’s assets prior to an IPO. In 
other words, raising money enables the company to 
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raise more. In many cases, companies may believe 
they will make good on the capital raised, but eq-
uity capital in the end does not have to be returned, 
so nirvana consists of replacing debt with equity at 
a high valuation. The goal of SOEs is to raise debt, 
more than ever justified by historical profit; in 2013, 
the China Industry Steel Association let slip a report 
estimating that 85 steel mills were carrying RMB 3 
trn in accumulated debt. For the State, which owns 
equity in the companies, debt is more or less free 
money. For private companies, the goal is to raise 
more equity capital on public markets than they ever 
make through operations. In fact, the business of 
Chinese companies in all sorts of sectors is simply 
raising more and more capital. The increasingly in-
tricate dance among State and non-State companies 
with mergers, acquisitions, mutual investment, mu-
tual borrowing, privatizing, and IPO’ing chunks up 
revenue and market value needed to maintain these 
ever-lofting market valuations.  

Triggers
Through each credit cycle, the degree of interdepen-
dency of credit instruments increases, with all poised 
upon the fulcrum of underlying land or commodity 
assets whose market value can no longer support the 
weight of the financing. One by one, the cards hold-
ing up the whole house are falling away. One WMP 
default could mean the collapse of loans from a doz-
en banks, a margin call on securities, which would 
cause a sudden drop in share prices, which could 
bring about a sell-off on the stock market, defaults 
by the umbrella trusts, and lots of individuals who 
lose their money and cannot ignore that fact. Apart 
from such a wildcard event, the more likely stone to 
shake loose will be the stock market, because even 
furious intervention by governments will not stanch 
a decline if investors panic.

The China Dream
Aptly named, the China Dream is just that because it 

is far from reality. I recently met with a popular lo-
cal author and political personality who advises the 
government, although the degree of his influence is 
unclear. He advocated driving interest rates to zero 
and property values to 200,000 RMB/sq m (USD 
3,000 per square foot) so that Chinese people would 
be “the wealthiest in the world” and using the wealth 
to buy influence in surrounding countries. 

That Swiftian modest proposal differs from the cur-
rent situation only in degree, where asset values 
have reached a point where the average Chinese has 
wealth equal to the average American, in a per capi-
tal economy one-eighth the size, with households 
consuming less than one-twelfth what US house-
holds spend at current exchange rates. In fact, it rep-
resents the reductio ad absurdam of the Party’s view 
of the China Dream outcome, in which bloated nomi-
nal asset values are savored in every household, and 
the glory of the nation requires that the people are 
forever satisfied to sit on assets said to be of great 
value while actually consuming next to nothing. 
Like the relentlessly promoted Maoist hero Lei Feng, 
people now should be satisfied knowing that they are 
helping the country and being virtuously frugal at 
the same time that they are really really wealthy.

The sustainability of the Party, it is said as a matter 
of natural law, depends on its delivering financial 
value to the masses, the kind of steeply increasing 
value that the last 15 years have seen. While the 
new administration is facing the economic slowdown 
by promoting the image of great virtue among the 
Party leaders, the pillars of power are still main-
tained by economic growth. Ultimately, the Dream 
ends when and if the masses awaken to realize that 
only a harsher reality lies ahead. That is why schol-
ars, comics, firebrands, Politburo members, and the 
man on the street now draw a straight line between 
the troubles in the economy and the closing of this 
chapter of Chinese Communist Party rule.
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January and February evidenced new liquidity 
flowing into the stock and fixed-income markets in 

China following a cut in the bank reserve ratio that 
freed more than RMB 500 bln.

Wealth managers and brokers in Shanghai and Shen-
zhen said that they are finding it extremely easy to 
raise money for new investment funds. It appears 
that some of that money is being shipped offshore 
then brought back as Foreign Direct Investment; that 
way, Chinese with access to credit can secure their 
money overseas but realize the higher rates of return 
on offer in China. 

China’s FDI surged in the first two months of the 

year to USD 22.5 bln, up from USD 19.3 bln in the 
first two months of 2014, after having seen negative 
growth through the second half of 2014. At the same 
time, China’s Overseas Direct Investment rose by 
51% in the first two months, to RMB 106.76 bln (USD 
17.81 bln). Those increases may represent round-
tripping.

Numbers given for specific investment partners sup-
port a round-tripping hypothesis. FDI sources with 
robust reporting procedures showed decline.

Hong Kong and South Korea showed sharp increases. 
Hong Kong is the biggest center for gray money 
flows in and out of China, and trade and investment 
flows with South Korea have also shown irregular 
patterns.

Data Matters

FDI
■  Anne Stevenson-Yang
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UPCOMING 
J CAP 
EVENTS

  Calls
Political Risk & Corruption
 Research Director Anne 

Stevenson-Yang will give a brief presentation on 
findings from her recent visits to state-owned enterprises 
and think tanks in China and will take questions at the 
end of the presentation. Topics will include:

‣   What are the true goals of the anti-corruption 
movement?

‣   Risks and opportunities: Is there a "reform" 
agenda? And how much backlash is the campaign 
incurring?

‣   Cutting the fat of SOEs.
‣   Lowering growth expectations.

‣   Tuesday, March 31 at 10 am EDT .

  April Trips
Longs in Developed Asia
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore. We will visit 
consumer staples, agriculture, dairy and fishery 
companies to look at the increased importance of exports 
to developing Asia. We will then look to emerging sectors 
that are getting a new boost from new Asian customers, 
such as education, tourism, biotech, and software. 
In Singapore, we will meet with REITs that focus on 
developed Asia. Click here for the trip schedule.
‣   Led by Susannah Kroeber, April 7-10.

United States Macro Briefing
Two days of discussions with macro economists and 
academics in New York and Washington on U.S. monetary 
policy and how it will affect world economies. 
‣   April 15-17, in conjunction with J Capital partner 
Global Frontiers.

Finishings: Elevators, Ceramics and Copper
Xiamen, Hangzhou, Xian, Hefei. We expect property 
construction completions to decline this year and sales 
of elevators, sanitary ceramics and copper to follow. 
We will visit Xiamen, Fujian will then visit Xian, Shaanxi 
an important West China market for elevator and 
ceramics sales before we visit Hefei, Anhui a key copper 

processing area. For elevators and ceramics we will 
meet with property developers, distributors, agents and 
producers of equipment to understand what is happening 
with orders and sales in the peak construction period. 
For copper we will speak with traders and processors of 
copper to get an understanding  of the end demand for 
copper this year. Click here for the trip schedule.
‣   Led by Tim Murray, April 20-24.

Property
Shenzen, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing. We will visit 
Kaisa, Renhe Commercial (another distressed bond), 
properties in Shenzhen, Hangzhou, Shanghai, and Beijing. 
an important property market and a ceramics production 
base.
‣   Led by Anne-Stevenson-Yang, April 26-29.

The A-Share Mkt
Shanghai, Shenzhen, Beijing. Together with Kevin 
Yeoh, formerly co-manager of the best-performing 
fund trading A shares, visit the Shanghai and Shenzhen 
exchanges, major brokerages, funds providing financing, 
and some of the companies on the A share index.
‣   Led by Kevin Yeoh, April 27-29.

  May Trips
Food in China
Qingdao, Tianjin, Henan, Hebi, Beijing. We will look at 
the performance and supply chain for fast food brands in 
China like Burger King, Dicos, KFC, Starbucks. We check 
the distribution and performance of convenience food 
companies like Want Want, Tingyi, and Heinz.
‣   Led by Anne Stevenson-Yang, May 7-10.

   
  Please email Brian Emanuelson (brian@

jcapitalresearch.com) or Roberta Sanminiatelli 
(roberta@jcapitalresearch.com) if you’d like to see 
a preliminary agenda for any of the listed trips, or 
share with us any trip bespoke ideas you might be 
thinking about.

Anti-Corruption, Asian Longs, and Food Supply

https://jcapitalresearch.box.com/shared/static/wtm4qzg99sv8f2ujsl07atovklg38hz3.xlsx
https://jcapitalresearch.box.com/shared/static/xbat1374gj2ged4fjxmshe6tm5prlw0r.xlsx
mailto:%28brian%40jcapitalresearch.com?subject=
mailto:roberta%40jcapitalresearch.com?subject=
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a Services Agreement and the J Capital Authorized User Content Agreement available here. Unauthorized copying 
or distribution is prohibited. If you are reading this publication without having entered into a Services Agreement 
with J Capital, or having received written authorization to do so, you hereby agree to be bound by the J Capital Non-
Authorized User Content Agreement that can be viewed here. J Capital does not do business with companies covered 
in its publications, and nothing in this publication should be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security 
or product. In preparing this document, J Capital did not take into account the investment objectives, financial 
situation and particular needs of the reader. This publication is intended by J Capital only to be used by investment 
professionals. Before making an investment decision, the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance 
of an adviser, whether the contents are appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and 
financial circumstances. J Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss 
arising from any use of this publication and/or further communication in relation to this document. 
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